CONTACTS
&
OCCLUSION

HIGH OCCLUSION
Two simple steps to determine the cause of high
occlusion.
High occlusion can be related to 5 areas 95% of the
time. Bite, impression, temporization, intrusion, or lab
error. To determine the cause follow diagram. If lab
error please report back to us immediately.

IMPROPER CONTACTS
Three simple steps to determine the cause of loose or
tight contacts.
Occlusal Adjustment
Made

A missed contact can cost you an appointment. Below
are common causes to help avoid any delays or
unhappy patients. To determine the cause follow
diagram. If lab error please report back to us
immediately.

Fit back to original working models
and hand articulate if not mounted. From bottom of
model push visible dowel pin upward.

Pin does not move

LAB ERROR
Notify Lab of
oversight.

CLINICAL CAUSE

LAB ERROR

Out of Occlusion

1) Temporary not
in good occlusal
contact Opposing or
tooth to be
restored
super-irrupted.

Misinterpretation
or incorrect
mounting
of
bite record recheck bite sent

LAB ERROR

Technical
oversight

Misinterpretation
or incorrect
mounting
of
bite record recheck bite sent

Revision 6

Pin moves and
space is visible at
base of stone.

CLINICAL CAUSE

Incorrect bite
record. Request
tech sheet #2 on
Bite Records

2) Inaccurate
bite record Request tech
sheet #3 on Bite
Records

3) A wash was
taken inside
impression The possibility of
rebound is likely.
Restoration will
not seat fully.

4) Periodontal
shift - natural
teeth intrude 30 150 microns
when opposing
forces are
applied.
Impression was
taken in static
position

Contacts Tight or
Missing

Place on solid model marked "contacts" and hold up to
light prior to adjusting.

No contact on
model.

Tight contact on
model.

Contact visable on
model, incorrect
contact in mouth.

Return for
addition

LAB ERROR
Notify Lab of
oversight

CLINICAL CAUSE

After Adjustment
in the mouth.

Tight contact

Open Contact

Temporary was
placed without
good contact and
teeth drifted
inward.

Temporary was
placed with force
or bit into place.
Pressure pushed
teeth apart.

Return for
addition with
information on
how much to
add.
- Pull in alginate
to show space.
- Scrape original
model to show
space.

